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FOR RELEASE WEDNESDAY, MAY 21

Montana State University Weekly News Roundup

MSU PROFESSOR AWARDED FORD FELLOWSHIP

Dr. Frederick T. C. Yu, associate professor of journalism at Montana State University, has been awarded one of eight International Relations Training Fellowships granted by the Ford Foundation to scholars in the United States, MSU officials announced.

Dr. Yu's grant entitles him to a year of postdoctoral study in the fields of international communications and public opinion at Harvard University and Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The limited number of International Relations Training Fellowships are part of the Ford Foundation's broader program of fellowships to college seniors, graduate students, and scholars who have already received doctorates. The purpose of the program is to improve American understanding and competence in foreign and international affairs, particularly in areas where knowledge and trained personnel are scarce, a foundation spokesman said.

###

UNIVERSITY MUSIC EDUCATOR CONTRIBUTES TO TEXTBOOK

A book for use by college music educators, to be published in the fall of 1958 by Allyn and Bacon, Inc., will contain four chapters by Prof. Lloyd Oakland of the Montana State University School of Music. Entitled "Handbook of Problems in School Music," the compilation of chapters by music educators from throughout the United States is edited by Dr. Archie Jones of the University of Texas. The chapters contributed by Prof. Oakland are "Choral Interpretation and Musical Style," "A Brief History of Conducting," "Community Talent Bureau Organization," and "Principles of Discipline and Control."
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